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The biotech industry is an extremely competitive landscape, with an estimated
6,600 companies in the US alone.  With so many players vying for attention, it is
crucial for emerging biotech companies to have a comprehensive marketing
strategy in place that will help them stand out from the crowd as they seek
favorability with investors, potential partners, prospective employees, and, of
course, the media.

Where young biotech companies are challenged with proving efficacy and
sustaining capital, they do have a distinct advantage over mature companies.
Emerging biotech companies can often have the same team manage marketing, PR,
and investor relations for what can be a nimble and effective communication
machine whereas mature brands often struggle with coordination across these
related channels.

As most emerging biotech companies have goals of raising capital, partnering, or
commercializing their products, the harsh reality is that good science alone cannot
help sustain brands in a down – or up – market. 
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Introduction
As a veteran biotech commercial planning and commercial optimization contact once
told me:

“Every clinician thinks their product is the best, but the reality is
that if the brand awareness and relationships that are made
through marketing and PR aren’t there, emerging companies will
face an uphill battle differentiating, meeting stakeholders, and
forming strategic partnerships.”

This guide aims to provide your company with a holistic understanding of marketing,
from identifying their target audience to measuring your success. By following the
advice provided, you can make smart decisions about marketing vendors, budgets,
and brand exposure, ultimately helping you to gain a competitive edge in the industry.

Geared towards the emerging biotech company coming out of stealth mode or in
their second clinical trial but new to marketing, this guide is for you. The takeaways will
be less about the actionable marketing initiatives you need to take and more about
the marketing arenas you should consider planning for along with a marketing partner
who has your best interests, and budget, in mind.

Foreword
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Understanding Your
Audience
Understanding your audience is a crucial first step in developing a successful
marketing strategy for biotech companies. This involves identifying your target
audience, conducting market research to understand their needs and behaviors,
and developing buyer personas.

Identifying target audience
The first step is to identify your target audience. As a scientist or CEO of a biotech
company, your audience may include investors, potential partners, researchers,
clinicians, or even patients. By understanding who your audience is, you can tailor
your marketing efforts to reach them effectively. For example, if your audience is
investors, your marketing messages should focus on the potential return on
investment and the commercial viability of your product.

Conducting market research
The next step is to conduct market research to understand your audience's needs
and behaviors. This involves analyzing data on their demographics, behavior
patterns, and preferences. By doing so, you can gain insight into what motivates
them to make decisions, what challenges they face, and how they prefer to
consume information. This information can then be used to develop a targeted
marketing campaign that speaks directly to your audience's needs.

Developing buyer personas
Finally, developing buyer personas can help you understand your audience on a
more personal level. A buyer persona is a fictional representation of your ideal
customer, based on research and data. By creating a detailed profile of your target
audience, you can gain a better understanding of their motivations, pain points, and
buying habits. This can help you tailor your marketing messages and create content
that resonates with them on a personal level.

By identifying your target audience, conducting market research, and developing
buyer personas, you can create targeted marketing campaigns that resonate with
your audience, ultimately helping you to achieve your marketing goals. Once this is
done, the marketing comes easier.
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Biotech Marketing
Focus Areas
The next steps are generally performed in the order presented, as this is the most
logical way to carry out a marketing campaign. Some of these marketing initiatives
may or may not apply to your biotech brand, you’ll have to determine the potential
efficacy of each channel with your marketing team.

Logo & Branding
Building a strong brand identity is crucial for biotech companies looking to stand
out in a competitive market. One of the first steps in creating a brand identity is
designing a logo that accurately represents your company's values and mission. A
logo is a visual representation of your brand and serves as a key element in all of
your marketing materials.
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The process of creating a logo typically involves several steps. The first step is to
develop a creative brief, which outlines the goals and objectives of the logo
design. This brief should include information about your company's values,
mission, and target audience. From there, your vendor will typically present several
logo design options for you to choose from, which can then be refined based on
your feedback. Once a final design is chosen, the vendor will provide you with the
necessary files and formats to ensure that the logo can be used effectively across
all marketing channels.

In addition to a logo, a brand guide should also be developed at this stage. A brand
guide is a comprehensive document that outlines your company's brand identity
and provides guidelines for its use. This includes information on your logo, color
schemes, fonts, and other visual elements that should be used consistently across
all marketing materials. By establishing these guidelines, you can ensure that your
brand remains consistent and recognizable across all channels.

Creating a strong brand identity is essential for biotech companies looking to build
trust with their target audience and stand out in a competitive market. 

Expect to pay anywhere between $5k to $10k for smaller agencies for this type of
work and as much as $50k for larger agencies.

Costs
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Web Design
Having a strong web presence is crucial for emerging biotech companies looking
to establish themselves in the industry. In today's digital age, a company's website
is often the first point of contact for potential investors, partners, and customers.
As such, it is important to ensure that your website accurately represents your
brand and provides visitors with the information they need to make informed
decisions.

Most emerging biotech companies start with a basic 5-10 page website that
includes various sections on their leadership team, science, clinical trials, pipeline,
press releases, and contact information.

These sections are essential for providing visitors with a comprehensive overview
of your company's activities and achievements. The leadership team section, for
example, should include bios and photos of key executives, while the science
section should provide an overview of your technology platform and any patents
or intellectual property you may hold.
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Clinical trials and pipeline sections are also critical for demonstrating your
company's potential for success. These sections should provide detailed
information on any ongoing or completed clinical trials, as well as an overview of
your product pipeline and development timelines. Press releases are another
important component of a biotech company's website, as they showcase the
company's latest achievements and milestones.

Contact information is also an essential element of a biotech company's website.
This should include a phone number, email address, and physical address, as well as
links to any social media profiles or other digital channels.

For a professionally designed website built by an agency with experience in biotech,
the prices can vary greatly. Boutique agencies like Digital Elevator can come in
around $30k to $40k including custom graphic design and subject matter
interviews. For larger “Madison Avenue” ad agencies, expect to pay upwards of
$100k for a website of similar caliber. Note that the more complex the graphic
design (ex. custom animation), the more expensive websites can get.

Costs
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Graphic Design
For emerging biotech companies, graphic design is an essential tool for
communicating complex scientific concepts to a broader audience, and
particularly the media who may need visual representations to quickly grasp your
technology.
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Data visualizations are critical for biotech companies, as they enable the clear
and concise presentation of complex scientific data. By transforming raw data into
visual representations, such as charts, graphs, and diagrams, you can help to
communicate your findings to a broader audience. Animations and medical
explainer videos are also effective tools for illustrating complex scientific
concepts, such as how a particular drug works in the body.

data visualizations
animations
medical explainer videos
infographics 
print adverts
digital creatives
presentations
conference and booth creatives
email content 
landing pages

There are several elements of graphic design that are particularly important for
you, including:

Infographics are another important element of graphic design for biotech
companies. These visual representations can help to distill complex information into
a more easily digestible format, allowing audiences to quickly grasp the key
takeaways of a particular scientific study or concept. Print adverts and digital
creatives, such as social media posts and banners, are also essential for promoting
your products and services to a wider audience.

Presentations are an important part of the biotech industry, as they allow you to
showcase your latest research and development efforts to potential investors and
partners. Conference and booth creatives, such as banners, flyers, and other
promotional materials, are also important for creating a strong brand presence at
industry events. Email content and landing pages are also critical for biotech
companies looking to engage with their target audience and convert leads into
customers.
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The costs of creative materials vary from company-to-company and can depend
on factors such as whether you need an ongoing retainer or a la carte items. Each
item can have significant cost differences as well. For example, a magazine graphic
for print would be much more approachable than a medical explainer video. Expect
to pay $175 an hour to as much as $400 an hour, depending on the agency and
their background.

Costs



Public Relations
Public relations (PR) is a crucial element of marketing for emerging biotech
companies. It is a must-have if you are looking to raise funds, partner with other
companies, or get acquired. PR can help you to create a strong brand image,
establish credibility, and gain exposure to potential investors, partners, and
customers.

developing a public relations strategy
message development
media training
media relationship management
podcast interviews
press release creation and submission
content creation
thought leadership outreach
award submissions
trade show pitching
editorial calendars
KPI measurement

PR services for biotech companies can include:

Developing a public relations strategy is the first step in creating a successful PR
campaign for a biotech company. This involves defining your key messages, target
audience, and goals for the campaign. Message development is also essential, as it
ensures that all communications are consistent and aligned with your overall brand
message.
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Media training and relationship management are also critical for biotech
companies, as they help to ensure that spokespeople are prepared and confident
when engaging with the media. Podcast interviews can be an effective way to
reach a targeted audience and showcase the company's expertise in a particular
area. Press release creation and submission are also essential for getting the
word out about new products, partnerships, or research findings.

Content creation and thought leadership outreach can help you to establish
yourself as experts in their field and position themselves as leaders in the industry.
Award submissions and trade show pitching can also help to increase visibility
and credibility within the industry.

Editorial calendars and KPI measurement are important for tracking the success
of a PR campaign and making adjustments as needed to ensure that it is meeting its
goals.

Public relations costs will vary more than perhaps any marketing channel on this list.
Depending on the prestige of the PR firm you hire, the relationships in place, and
the amount of hours spent getting your brand featured, the fees can vary greatly.
For boutique PR firms such as Digital Elevator, expect to pay $7,500 a month to
$10,000 a month, depending on the inherent newsworthiness of your business. For
large PR firms, expect to pay double that, $15k to $20k per month.

Costs



SEO & Content Marketing
While SEO and content marketing can be important for many businesses,
including early stage biotech companies, they may not always be a necessary
component. These services are typically reserved for companies that are farther
along in their development cycle and have a need to attract and engage a wider
audience.

technical audits
content audits
keyword research
competitive analysis
on-page SEO
link building
site architecture analysis
user experience analysis

SEO services for biotech companies might include:

These services help to ensure that a company's website is optimized for search
engines and that it is providing value to its target audience.

Technical audits involve reviewing a website's technical aspects, such as page
load times, mobile responsiveness, and URL structure. Content audits involve
assessing the quality and relevance of a website's content and identifying areas
for improvement. Keyword research helps to identify the keywords and
phrases that are most relevant to the company's target audience and that can
help drive traffic to its website.

Competitive analysis involves analyzing the strategies and tactics of competitors
in the industry and identifying areas where the company can differentiate itself. On-
page SEO involves optimizing individual pages on the website for specific keywords
and ensuring that they are properly structured for search engines. Link building
involves acquiring high-quality backlinks to the website, which can help to improve
its authority and visibility in search results.

Site architecture analysis and user experience analysis involve assessing the
overall structure and usability of the website, including navigation, layout, and
content organization. This helps to ensure that the website is easy to use and
provides a positive experience for visitors.

SEO and content marketing costs vary by agency. Digital Elevator, for example,
focuses on SEO and content marketing initiatives that have business impact
whereas other firms may sell you on the notion of running site audits and fixing
technical issues. The impact of SEO and content marketing depend on the
competitiveness of your topics, and the quality of work you need to outrank
competitors. Expect to pay $5k a month for more streamlined SEO campaigns and
as much as $15k to $20k a month for hyper competitive content and outreach.

Costs
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Social Media
Social media services can be an effective way for biotech companies to engage
with their audience and raise awareness about their products and services.
However, social media in the biotech industry can be challenging due to strict
regulations around what can and cannot be shared publicly.

social strategy development
social calendar management
user research
social audits
user persona research
content guidelines
branding guidelines
social media ads

Social media services might include:

Social strategy development involves creating a plan for how your company
will use social media to achieve its goals. This includes identifying which
platforms to use, how often to post, and what types of content to share.

Social calendar management involves scheduling and publishing content on
social media platforms. This ensures that your company is consistently engaging
with its audience and sharing relevant information.

User research involves understanding the needs and preferences of your
company's target audience. This information can be used to create content that
resonates with the audience and drives engagement.

Social audits involve assessing your company's current social media presence and
identifying areas for improvement. This can include analyzing the content that is
being shared, the engagement levels, and the overall effectiveness of the
company's social media efforts.

User persona research involves creating profiles of your company's ideal
customers. This information can be used to create content that is tailored to the
specific needs and interests of the audience.

Content guidelines and branding guidelines help to ensure that the social media
presence is consistent and aligned with its overall brand messaging. This includes
guidelines around tone of voice, visual branding, and content topics.

Social media ads can be a powerful way for biotech companies to reach their
target audience and promote their products or services. However, these ads must
comply with strict regulations around advertising in the biotech industry.
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Social media can be isolated into consulting or ongoing management. Consulting
engagements can entail strategy or audits and can often cost $4k to $10k per
project, sometimes more. For ongoing maintenance that includes creating content
for clients, the monthly costs can be similar, however the addition of video content
on the agency side would greatly increase the monthly cost.

Costs
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Paid Media
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Paid media services are an effective way to drive traffic to your biotech
company's website or specific landing pages, but they also require careful
consideration of regulatory restrictions.

programmatic ads
CTV ads
native ads
display ads
Google Ad
social media ads

Paid media services include:

It is important to adhere to industry regulations when advertising healthcare
products or services, including adhering to FDA regulations on advertising,
ensuring that claims are supported by clinical data, and avoiding unsubstantiated
or false claims. 

In addition, it is important to choose the appropriate channels and targeting
options to reach the right audience while ensuring that the ads are compliant
with industry regulations. A marketing agency can help navigate these
complexities and ensure that your paid media efforts are compliant and
effective.

Paid media involves two costs: the cost of the actual ad spend, which goes directly to
the ad platform, and the cost of management. While every product and campaign
has different goals and target markets, the minimum ad spend you are likely looking
at as an emerging biotech brand is $10k a month, with 20% to 30% of ad spend
going to ad management.

Costs
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Budget Considerations for
Emerging Biotech Brands
There are significant differences in cost between boutique biotech marketing
agencies like Digital Elevator and larger, well-known ad agencies, which can
charge 2x to 5x as much as smaller agencies. 

While these larger agencies may carry a certain prestige and brand recognition,
the higher costs are often attributed to the agency's size and reputation rather
than the quality of work or expertise offered. It is worth noting that while these
larger agencies may have an impressive portfolio and a long history of
successful campaigns, clients may be paired with junior level marketing
representatives once they sign on. 

On the other hand, smaller boutique agencies like Digital Elevator may offer
more personalized service, with experienced marketing professionals who are
more invested in the success of their clients' campaigns. These agencies can
provide high-quality work at a lower cost, allowing emerging biotech companies
to allocate their budgets more effectively while still achieving their marketing
goals. Ultimately, choosing an agency comes down to balancing cost with the
expertise and level of service provided.
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Evolving Your Biotech’s Marketing
With Your Company’s Evolution
As emerging biotech companies come out of stealth and move through the
various stages of clinical trials and beyond, their marketing practices also need
to evolve. It's important to recognize that not all biotech companies are
speaking to the same audience at the same time. For example, some companies
may be seeking patients to add to clinical trials while others may be seeking to
attract the attention of investors or partners.

The key takeaway is that biotech companies need to get better at identifying
their target audiences and coming up with effective strategies to communicate
with them through their websites and public relations channels. It's crucial to
prioritize marketing efforts alongside the science itself, as it can contribute
significantly to the long-term success of the company as it evolves over time.

As a biotech company moves from the preclinical phase to clinical trials, its
target audience will change. In the early stages, the focus may be on attracting
investors or partners, while in later stages, it may shift to patients, healthcare
providers, and regulatory agencies. Biotech companies need to adapt their
marketing messages and channels accordingly.
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Effective communication strategies are critical for success, and the right marketing
partner can help. It's essential to choose a marketing agency that understands the
unique challenges and opportunities of the biotech industry and can provide tailored
marketing strategies that align with the company's goals and target audience.

Overall, biotech companies need to be proactive in their marketing efforts, from
creating a strong brand identity to developing a comprehensive marketing plan that
includes public relations, content marketing, SEO, and social media. By doing so, they
can effectively communicate their science and story to the right audiences and
position themselves for success as they evolve over time.
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About Digital Elevator
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Digital Elevator is a marketing agency serving emerging biotech companies. We equip biotech
brands with indispensable marketing services, insights, advice and strategic direction to achieve
their mission-critical priorities of today and help build the successful organizations of tomorrow. 

Our full-service marketing suite of branding, web design, public relations, graphic design, SEO,
content marketing, social media, and paid media services allow emerging brands to invest in the
communication channels that matter most.

We have Fortune 500 client experience and our team has worked for some of the biggest ad
agencies in the country, but we prefer to work with the underserved – and often overcharged –
emerging biotech space to give them a seat at the table so they can enjoy world-class marketing
and focus on their science.

To learn more about how we help emerging biotech fuel the future of business, visit
thedigitalelevator.com
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Daniel Lofaso
CEO, The Digital Elevator
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